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Kelvin Lu

We are now five years down the road and have come to the conclusion that the European congress
cities no longer have a solid foundation to come together. Or do they? There’s a light at the end
of the tunnel. A few active young heads from European National Convention Bureaux announced
during IMEX America 2014 that they have set up an alliance called the Alliance of European
National Convention Bureaux. I think this is a great initiative.
In a statement, Matthias Schultze, Managing Director of the German Convention Bureau, and
Eric Bakermans, Marketing Manager for Holland Meetings, Conventions and Events, speaking
on behalf of the group, said that the benefits of this alliance include knowledge-sharing and
cooperating to further strengthen the position of each individual member, as well as boosting
Europe’s standing as the leading destination for business events in the world.
National Convention Bureaux across the continent have responded well to the creation of the
strategic alliance which has now attracted 22 members.
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georgette@meetingmediagroup.com

Cécile Caiati-Koch

Marcel A.M. VISSERS
Editor in Chief

During a casual talk over a cup of coffee in Vienna with an
influential meetings executive, we both agreed that the worst
mistake ever made in the history of the European meetings
industry was: the integration of EFCT (European Federation of
Congress Towns) in ECM (European Cities Marketing). A sheer
stupidity. The Meetings Industry and Tourism go hand in hand
but they are not the same. Apparently, nobody was aware of
that at the time.

Personally I believe the Alliance must take it a step further. In Europe we are currently experiencing
a shift from cities to countries and from countries to regions (European regions). An internal survey
by Headquarters magazine has revealed that 21 national convention bureaux exist in 28 member
states, and 188 subordinate bureaux (cities and regions). These figures are impressive and should
make us reflect. Why not set up a European Congress Bureau Alliance which would be a worthy
successor to the defunct EFCT? That’s something that needs serious reflection.

» More stories on www.meetingmediagroup.com
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> News

experiencing
‘The Melbourne Effect’
Chief Executive Officer of the Melbourne
Convention Bureau Karen Bolinger unveiled
Melbourne’s new brand positioning for business events at IMEX in Frankfurt this year.
She explained: “The Melbourne Effect speaks
to everything about the city; its ability to
transform ideas into innovations, the community into a collaborative force and the everyday into immersive experiences. Melbourne is
an extremely intriguing city; it is multifaceted
with depths of contrasting layers and diversity
and it’s this rare combination that makes the
city such a place of transformation. And when
you combine all these factors you can create
legacies that will last long after the business event is over – research collaborations,
policy delivery, membership engagement and
empowered employees – which ultimately
drive our clients’ growth and performance.”
www.themelbourneeffect.com.au

Malaysia Moves Forwarders
The international community of freight
forwarders and its related sectors will make
Malaysia its base for six days in October
2017 when they descend on Kuala Lumpur
to participate in the International Federation
of Forwarders Associations (FIATA) World
Congress 2017. Held annually, the FIATA
World Congress is a world-class platform for
logistics industry leaders from across the
globe to gain insights to industry challenges
and put forward sustainable solutions. The
2017 edition will attract some 1,200 participants – besides freight forwarders (air,
sea and land), there will be port and airport
authorities and operators, government
agencies, and related freight associations
– for an estimated economic impact of
RM10 million (€2.6 million).
www.myceb.com.my

Introducing Azerbaijan
Azerbaijan is actively strengthening its
position in the meetings world, which is
proved by the establishment of Azerbaijan
Convention Bureau, the first national

convention bureau in the
region. Azerbaijan hosting the
first European Olympic Games
in June 2015 is determined
to become a strong meetings industry player capable
of organizing large-scale
events. The brand-new Baku
Convention Center, which
hosted the 3,000 delegates of
the 48th Annual Meeting of the
Asian Development Bank in May,
has just been completed. The
venue can accommodate up to
3,500 people.
www.azcb.com

Melbourne

Indigo, a new event
area at Grimaldi
Forum Monaco
Beginning next September, the
Grimaldi Forum Monaco will
strengthen its events offering
and provide a brand new space
of 800 m2 with panoramic sea
view terrace for rent. Steeped
in Mediterranean influence, it is
from the great blue sea on which
it opens that the Indigo draws
its name. Following on the Café Llorca,
whose lease will expire on June 30 and after
a summer of work, the Indigo will welcome
all types of cultural or professional events
in a warm atmosphere filled with tones of
blue. The Indigo will be able to accommodate lunches and gala dinners, cocktails of
up to 560 people, and VIP parties.
www.grimaldiforum.com

ADNEC launches new
integrated, in-house,
one-stop shop event services
Abu Dhabi National Exhibitions Company
(ADNEC) is today furthering its comprehensive exhibition and conference events services offering to include rigging and mains
utilities and connection services for organisers and exhibitors through ADNEC Services.
ADNEC Services is a fully integrated business unit of ADNEC and will offer a dedicated single point of contact for organisers,
exhibitors, and retailers for setting up, connecting and activating stands, exhibitions
and other conference spaces within ADNEC

Baku, Azerbaijan

venues which can be delivered seamlessly
within an overall one-stop approach.
www.adnec.ae

United European
Gastroenterology gets
local PCO on board
Already last year, European medical association United European Gastroenterology
(UEG) decided to rotate its annual congresses 2014 - 2019 between Vienna and
Barcelona. Now UEG, which shoulders the
major part of the organisation in-house, has
contracted hotel and registration services
to Mondial Congress & Events - a PCO who
feels at home in both cities. Referred to
as “UEG Week” due to its duration of five
days, the congress, which attracts over
14,000 participants each year, has now
found its new home for the coming years in
Vienna and Barcelona. “UEG Week” is internationally renowned for its willingness to
innovate and keeps setting new standards
in terms of progressive session formats or
technological advancement.
HEADQUARTERS - JUNE 2015
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Pioneering change at
the European Association Summit
For the third year in a row, Visit Brussels
organised the European Association
Summit, the annual gathering of
association professionals, at SQUARE
Brussels Meeting Centre. The number of
participants on the rise and prestigious
speakers made this edition a sheer
success.
The theme of this year’s conference was
‘Pioneers of Change, new association models
for the future’. A strong moment was the
keynote speech by Isabel Bardinet (of the
European Society of Cardiology) who made
a comparison between the marketing
strategies of the successful football clubs
Munich and Barça and her organisation.
The goal? How to dramatically increase the
number of virtual followers to a congress.
Another session which got our attention
was that of Mr. van de Werve (of Leaseurope
and Eurofinas). He explained all about a
new governance model and how getting
the CEOs of pan-European industry players
directly involved can lead to a new way of
governance for European federations of
national associations, otherwise you run the
risk of becoming irrelevant.
Feedback, on the whole, was positive.
Frédéric Destrebecq, Executive Director,
European Brain Council, said: “I was
particularly struck by the presentation on
diversification of funding, which I found an
eye-opener. There are certain ideas that we
could use in our organisation for the years to
come.” Valérie de Kergorlay, Lead, Society
Operations, CFA Institute, added: “One of the
main take-aways would be the diversity of the
people here. The networking opportunities
were many and people come from different
sectors, different industries.”
www.visitbrussels.com
6
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SETAC

A conversation with Bart Bosveld
SETAC, the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, is a not-for-profit, global professional organisation with the mission to protect the environment, or more precisely: to support the
development of principles and practices for protection, enhancement and management of sustainable environmental quality and ecosystem integrity. Bart Bosveld, Executive Director, explains how
the organisation operates.

HQ: Could you introduce SETAC to our
readers?
Bart Bosveld: SETAC promotes scientific
research and education in environmental
sciences and the use of science in policy and
decision-making. The Society is organised in
5 geographic units (Europe, North America,
Latin America, Asia-Pacific and Africa) and
one overarching coordinating body SETAC
World. Worldwide, SETAC has some some
6,000 individual members and numerous
academia, business and government institutions are partnering with SETAC with the
aim to protect the environment and work
towards sustainable environmental quality
and ecosystem integrity.

HQ: Can you share your views about some
of the challenges and opportunities your
organisation faces?
Bart Bosveld: Membership growth and retention is one of the main challenges. Potential
members are more and more looking at the
cost and the value of being a member: to
them, return on investment is key. Long-term
membership is slowly disappearing and
replaced by members hopping on and off, as
they need to attend a specific event where
membership offers reduced fees for instance.

working in the field and motivate them to
use our organisation to access information
more easily so progress and decision-making
in environmental sciences are facilitated. This
can be quite difficult if members just step
in for a single event and disappear from the
radar afterwards!

SETAC aims to build a strong network among
scientists working in academia, business
and government to facilitate the exchange

As to opportunities, SETAC is currently working on the harmonization of risk assessment
practices across Europe. One month ago, the
SETAC Europe Certification of Environmental
Risk Assessors (CRA) programme was
launched, whith the aim to harmonize and
strengthen the use of up-to-date scientific
methods and principles in the environmental
risk assessment of chemicals and other stressors. With this programme, we hope to achieve
a goal that supports our mission and provide a
much needed service to our members.

Every conference is an experience in itself
when we have to work with a local team and
face different cultural habits
The key approach of SETAC is science-based,
multidisciplinary and with balanced input
from academia, business and government
members.

of ideas and information that can be used
to develop safe products, identify risks, and
regulate the use of those products. Ideally,
SETAC would like to involve all professionals

25th SETAC Europe Annual Meeting, Barcelona, Plenary Session
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Bart Bosveld

The challenge is to find new ways to
motivate members to stay and to convince
new members – especially from medium
and lower-income countries – to join.

25th SETAC Europe Annual Meeting, Barcelona, Poster Session

> Association portrait

25th SETAC Europe Annual Meeting, Barcelona, Exhibition Area

HQ: We understand SETAC organises
annual, world and regional meetings.
Can you tell us about those?
Bart Bosveld: SETAC Europe organises one
large annual event and multiple smaller
events. The SETAC Europe annual meeting
had its 25th edition this year in Barcelona,
with 2,600 delegates. Besides a daily plenary
session, there were 11 parallel sessions, each
of them attended by some 100-300 delegates,
and some 15 business meetings running in
parallel each day for smaller groups ranging
from 5 to 50 participants.
Other events organised by SETAC Europe
on a regular basis include the SETAC Europe
LCA Case Study symposia (LCA-CSS) and
the SETAC Europe Special Science Symposia
(SESSS). The LCA Case Study Symposia are
organised once a year, also rotate within
Europe and attract some 100-300 delegates.
This generally is a 3-day event with 2 or
3 parallel sessions. The SESSS meetings are
generally held in Brussels, run over two
days and are organised more frequently
(up to 3 per year). In addition, SETAC also
conducts workshops where typically some
40 participants discuss a very specific topic.
The other SETAC Geographic Units (North
America, Latin America, Asia-Pacific and
Africa) organise similar type of events in
their areas. Once every four years, one of
the Geographic Units organises the SETAC
World Meeting. Although the regular annual
meetings already attract a significant
number of overseas delegates from all
continents, the world meeting puts special
focus on global issues and the participation
is even more diverse.

25th SETAC Europe Annual Meeting, Barcelona, Opening Ceremony

HQ: What is the association’s decision
process concerning the organisation of
your annual meeting? How do you decide
on destinations and venues?
Bart Bosveld: There are several criteria and
processing factors we take into account.
First we rotate between East, West, South
and North to facilitate and motivate
members from every region to participate
in the activities of the society. We also
rotate between countries to offer new and
attractive destinations to our delegates.
A selection committee collects
information on venues that are capable of
hosting our event(s) in cities and regions
we have chosen, while we do research
on the availability of members willing
and able to act as local organisers for the
meeting. Then, we distribute a Request
for Proposal to selected venues, make a
short list based on initial price offers and
present this to the SETAC Europe council
for approval.
Then comes the time of negotiation
with venues and suppliers, we prepare a
full proposal (including meeting theme,
organising committee, meeting budget) for
one or more preferred locations. The SETAC
Europe council makes the final decision.
Typically, the process starts five years in
advance and the final decision is made
three years in advance.
HQ: Do you work with a PCO? If yes, why?
If no, why?
Bart Bosveld: In principle not. SETAC has its
own staff taking care of the organisation of

meetings and works with a local group of
member volunteers for any local issues. In
general it is not considered advantageous
to have an extra link in the chain. However,
a PCO is used as an intermediate for hotel
bookings.
HQ: What has the most memorable
conference been so far? Why?
Bart Bosveld: There are so many. Every
conference is an experience in itself
when we have to work with a local team
and face different cultural habits. Some
conferences are very well organised and
planned, others are testament to a more
laissez faire approach with the finding of
solutions only when a problem pops up!
We have experienced both approaches,
the latter being much more exciting and
sometimes resulting in unexpected - but
good - memories!
HQ: How would you summarise new
trends in the association congress world?
Bart Bosveld: To me, they are threefold.
Firstly, the advanced use of information
technology to adequately inform
delegates during a meeting, to track and
set up personal meetings with other
delegates, and to do crowd monitoring
using bar codes. Secondly, the increased
use of the meeting as a main hook
on which many satellite meetings are
organised. Last but not least, the costconsciousness of pretty much everybody
involved in meetings and ever more
demanding delegates who expect a
flawless organisation at all levels.
www.setac.org
HEADQUARTERS - JUNE 2015
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Membership
Association Confidential
Speaking about membership programs is probably the most intimate conversation about
an association. How well an association does, it is very often reflected by the health of its
members’ base.
Text Alessandro Cortese, President of ESAE & CEO of the European Society
for Radiotherapy and Oncology (ESTRO)

Association capitalise on an active and
engaged number of members who give
time, knowledge to an organisation,
receiving value in exchange. Everything
starts and ends with membership strategies
and the ability of an organisation to be
representative of a number of stakeholders,
who recognise and value their participation
to the same society.
I could probably write for pages about
membership models and trends, about
professional and trade organisations and
how they create, capture and distribute
value to their members. However, this article
is an interesting opportunity for reflection,
as it is my last column as President of the
ESAE, with my term ending in June.
It is interesting to notice that, despite, as
association executives, we’re all membership experts, we have not been able, over
the years, to define a membership model
that captures in one organisation a large
number of professionals in association management at European level. This is certainly
a fact in Europe, but also on a global scale,
with the only exception of the ASAE, which
10
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is mainly a national society with international interests.

Alessandro Cortese

The paradox of association
management

work, offering educational and networking opportunities, promoting association
management as a professional competency,
arguing for the importance of associations
to local authorities and decision makers.

It is probably the most intriguing and fascinating paradox of association management
today: while our profession is about communities and stakeholders management, we
seem to be unable to structure ourselves in
a membership model that represents and
captures the facets of the industry.

At the same time, (too) many meetings
attract association executives, sometimes
with a commercial aim, other times with
an educational purpose. The executives of
large associations are today like television
star chefs, suddenly becoming famous to a

If the industry was traditionally meetings oriented,
there is novel understanding of
the role of associations, beyond their role
as congress organisers
However a new momentum was created in
the last few years. More than ever before,
associations have opportunities to meet,
talk and exchange professionally.
There is a number of networks for associations, some old, some new. As an active
association executive, one could today
belong to 7-8 organisations representing, in
one way or another, associations and their

large audience of destinations and meetings
suppliers, looking at having, at least a slice,
of their one, two or three star congresses.
Enough to shake even the most balanced
egos…
If the industry was traditionally (too much)
meetings oriented, there is novel understanding of the role of associations, beyond
their role as congress organisers.

Association management and event management are two sides of the same coin.
Meetings and congresses are successful
when they can capitalise on the value and
the content created by the members of
an association. At the same time, associations without the strategy to capture value
through meetings, usually are ineffective
in defining their wider strategy and having
means to remain relevant, offering services
and benefits to their stakeholders.

New component
In recent years, a new component has
come the picture. Some cities and regions
started to actively engage with international
associations from a strategic perspective,
recognising the role that associations play in
terms of employment and financial impact
through their meetings and activities.
Traditionally, cities were only interested to
compete in order to attract meetings and
congresses, and benefit from the direct
spending of the attendees.

While this remains true in most of the cases,
the competition between destinations has
pushed some to take a higher profile in
approaching associations, understanding
the strategic blend between association and
event management and defining partnerships with the associations to strengthen
aspects of the city or region.
Today city marketing is not about touristic
assets anymore: it is a strategic exercise,
identifying the competencies and uniqueness’s of a city, in terms of economic potential and the ability to create an original
offering.
In this combination of economic visions, of
knowledge and service based economies,
associations have an important role to play,
as the mechanism that can create sustainability for a city in terms of economic and
social growth. The understanding of associations as an economic sector is increasing, changing the strategies to attract

associations with a longer term perspective,
creating alliances between the vision of a city
or region and the mission of an association.
In conclusion, association management
can’t be seen as an isolated discipline
anymore, a sort of simplified management
practice for member based not-for-profits.
It is, and will more and more become
part of a three dimensional professional
perspective, blending good management
practices for stakeholders management,
together with a blended view on meetings
and events and, thirdly, with a projection
of the longer term impact of the role of
associations in a specific territory, that
recognises this role as an economic and
marketing driver.
It is a three-sided process, with three
groups of stakeholders, sharing common
strategic and development perspectives:
the Bermuda Triangle of the traditional
paradigms…

Membership
Changing Culture or is Tradition Dead?
Last year, the ESAE published several articles in HQ Magazine about Changes in
Association Management and New Markets. In all of them, while taking account of the
wider framework associations move in, membership took on a central role. Of course, this
is understandable since membership is for most associations the raison d’être. One could
possibly say that without membership, associations would not even exist. Or would
they? This article will shed some light on some of the current trends in membership
development and, whilst not aiming at being a complete solution, provide some food
for thought for the European Association Industry.
Text Christoph Raudonat, ESAE Director
In 2013, ESAE President Alessandro Cortese
and ESAE Director Christoph Raudonat held
a session at EIBTM in Barcelona about the
various characteristics that were inherent
to associations and their markets. In an
audience experiment, they tried to prove
that certain characteristics of membership
predominantly applied to certain kinds of
associations. The findings of the experiment
showed 4 basic membership models that
the audience fell into:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Professional Associations
Trade Unions
Federations
Hybrid organisations

While Professional Associations (medical,
legal, political, etc.) predominantly catered
services to individual members, Trade
Unions would predominantly show corporate entities as their members. Thus being
unions that were formed to, for example,
engage in lobbying activities towards
regional, national or supra-national governments. Federations also would target
more the corporate membership market,
‘corporate’ meaning either corporations or,
in fact, associations in themselves, and less
so individual members. The truly interesting cases were hybrid organisations. Hybrid
organisations would cater services to a
variety of members and it would show in
their approach towards association business
and how they defined their target audiences, which level of maturity and business
acumen they had attained in order to be
successful.
12
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The Great Shift
As the shockwaves of the global economic
crunch slowly fade away, the discussion
around new membership models takes on a
slightly less frantic dimension but certainly
more focus. Whereas a few months ago,
some organisations scrambled to upgrade
their membership models to become more
inclusive and generate more diversified
income streams, now we would see many
organisations still rethinking the way they
want to address membership, but clearly
with more focus and strategic relevance.
We have observed one great shift in associations’ approaches towards the concept
of membership: it has gained much more
strategic relevance than in previous years
and associations are focusing on a more
‘customer-centric’ approach, as is also
shown in a variety of academic publications
(Schofer and Fourcade-Gourinchas, 2001;
Paxton, 2007; Skocpol, 2013). Perhaps one
reason for this development is that members have themselves become more active
and working in Boards, Working Groups and
Committees to develop this focus as something they would like to see themselves,
demanding for more services.
This shift was identified as the key to
unlocking the thought process of how associations remain relevant even under challenging circumstances.

Membership - yes, but whereto?
Remaining practical and not to empty the
bathtub with the baby right away, the four

Christoph Raudonat

membership models as described above
still remain and each association will have
to think for itself whether or not changes
towards new membership horizons really
are worth the effort, or even correspond to
their main strategic objective.
A professional association, organising training and education to its members, will possibly still put emphasis on individual membership and apply corporate membership
within a framework whereby individuals still
will be the main target of their communication. Likewise a union of corporate entities
will not suddenly change to incorporate
individual members when it has nothing to
offer them in particular.
However, some organisations have changed
their view on membership and grown above
the traditional, separationist, approach.
These associations view their content
as the driving force and their position
as bridging two or more worlds. What is
common among these associations is their
self-perception as fluid platforms rather
than as static organisations. As a platform,
they can cater to corporate members and
individual members alike by giving each

a separate field to play in and at the same
time levelling the exchange platform so
that a creative process of knowledge and
information sharing is put in motion. To
think of a concrete example, one might
imagine an association that is active in
the public health sector. Its members can
be pharmaceutical companies as well as
other associations within the health and
medical sector. Possibly this association
provides accredited courses in public health
management to individual members and
at the same time acts as an interface to
the wider public, informing them of health
risks or new developments in certain
medical fields.
From a compliance point of view, this specific example might suffer in legal terms,
however, such organisations exist and
thrive. Each level of membership is given
its own space of interaction with the other
partners and the association itself becomes
the facilitating platform where market
exchanges happen. Of course there are risks
involved and each membership group will
have to be managed carefully in order not
to create situations of competition, undue
advantages or even exclusion of certain
members. At the same time, this kind of
membership models opens new avenues for
non-due income, which might even be used

to subsidise activities and/or allow certain
membership groups to enjoy preferential
membership rates as income becomes more
diversified.

Is membership really
necessary?
Under certain legal aspects, many would
argue that ‘yes, you need to have due-paying membership in order to legally qualify
as an association and to be incorporated
as such’. However, many new association
models are actually rethinking this need for
membership and have, in fact, abandoned
the idea. In the Brussels association market
alone we find several associations that
have no official membership but could be
seem more like interest groups, networks of
people and organisations with similar interests and commonly shared activities.

Time for a membership survey?
Again, the binding criterion is the perception of the association as a platform for
exchange, a marketplace if we so wish.
Content is king and members are largely
self-sufficient.
In closing, several factors play into the decision around changing and new approaches
to membership. By far the largest factor
is resources. How much time, money and

energy can you and do you want to put into
managing and administering members?
The second question is largely strategic: does it make sense to change your
approach, do you offer the necessary
services? And last but not least, the overarching question: Do you have a need to
change? Maybe it is time for a membership
survey again to find out whether you are
still riding ahead of the wave and are part of
the exclusive club of trendsetters?
Based on the answers to these three basic
questions many associations uncovered
formerly secret opportunities that they had
missed and rethinking membership helped
them to focus on their core business and
free resources for the essential parts of their
programmes. Research shows that those
associations with a more flexible approach
towards membership are more easily adapting to changes in their environment and
they know the value to their communities.
To learn more about new approaches to
membership within the context of nonprofit management, feel free to contact
the ESAE for more information.
ESAE – European Society of Association Executives
President: Alessandro Cortese
office@esae.org
www.esae.org
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Membership Models 2.0
Thinking about association membership models is an activity that certainly has gained importance for PCOs in the new millennium.
In doing so, PCOs aim to understand their clients better, leading to a service offer that assists those clients in achieving their goals.
But then of course, thinking about models has a very academic ring to it, and organising meetings is often a bit less ‘intellectual’.

Nevertheless, it helps to take a different
approach to daily work from time to time,
and operational practice may benefit from
some serious thinking. If we are to consult
our association clients on improving the
value to their membership for example, we
need to take wishes and expectations of the
individual members into consideration. As
much as possible, that is.
No one can escape the changes in communication and social behaviour that have
become so apparent in the last decade. Of
course there are cultural, regional and other
contexts to consider with such a statement,
but I trust the train of thought here to be

14
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clear. The immediate access to a digital
universe, bordered only by bandwidth, on a
handheld device has had a profound impact
on how people associate with each other.

countries. They were invited to write on
the board why they joined this particular
association. In different colours and styles
some very familiar statements appeared.

Million-dollar-question

The statements were ranging from “to
be empowered to perform better” and “to
participate in the peer-to-peer exchange
programme”, to the pinnacle “to learn and to
contribute”. The latter statement absolutely
defines the key point of what it means to
take up membership in an association, and
has become even more important in this
day and age of seemingly endless voices,
tools and choices.

The million-dollar-question follows
naturally: “Why would anyone join an
association?” During an international
congress a few months ago, the client
(and initiator of this inaugural meeting)
had a ‘flip-over’ board with some coloured
markers put up in the middle of the lounge
where the coffee breaks took place. There
were about two hundred participants to
this meeting, from around eighty different

If you, dear reader, find a monthly or
yearly payment to an association the one
and only contribution worth considering,
please read no further. Disappointment
awaits you ahead, here and most likely in
real time association life as well. The simple
conclusion that a personal contribution to
an association is an essential element of
its membership must be at the centre of a
review of membership models.

What’s new?
So what’s new then? The suffix ‘2.0’ suggests
an update from the earlier version 1.0, or
maybe a not-so-subtle reference to the
different stages in which we all learned how
to understand the use of Internet, becoming
a portal of interactivity after previously
being used as a passive source of reference.
In general, association membership
models are created around the ‘purpose
of association’ in environments where
geographical, cultural and economical
elements specify the feasibility and
attraction of a large enough community to
sustain its existence. As such, the variety
of models is rather large and therefore
this article offers only a focus on recent
innovations of well-developed associations.
Combining all of the above, following
an established purpose the association
membership model would first
be determined on the basis of its
demographics. An analysis of the
(potential) members in terms of gender,
age and other relevant personal factors, will
provide an insight in existing ‘community
denominators’.
The next element in the model would be
the geographical nature – and opportunities
– of the membership. Consideration of the
membership scale in terms of geographical
areas describes the purpose of association
in a model of communities. The association
community can be singular and local,
or the association can include multiple
communities in national, regional or

international environments. Funding plays
a crucial role here in the actual feasibility of
ambition.
The Internet has allowed for all sorts of
communication across borders, including
live streaming of content, e-learning,
e-libraries, and social media platforms. As
individuals we are all part of a globalized
economy, and as members of associations

of concern, and the membership models
will allow a continued development of
implementing individualised membership
benefits on a global scale. Association
Management Companies and Professional
Congress Organisers are there to support
the associations in providing supportive
services, and will grow in their abilities
to consult their clients appropriately and
effectively.

With more (potential) members at a distance,
successful associations have implemented models
in which the virtual community offers a home
to those members, as well as a new source of
revenue for the association
we also part of a global system. For further
reference, the company Association
Laboratory Inc. has published an interesting
white paper on Global Membership Models,
focusing on effective implementation of a
global membership strategy.

Association success
The main element of success in any
association membership model however
is the role of the officers. Which members
engage in the governance of the
association, and how soon is the executive
management outsourced or otherwise
professionalised? Do members contribute
to the association in a way that covers all
management costs, or are there third parties
with a commercial interest available to
support?

Nevertheless, the association still needs
to be governed, and for this a personal
commitment of members is required.
The ways of interaction, education,
even participation of members in their
association may have changed, and so have
the membership models. It is however the
purpose that defines the sustainability of
the association in the global market, and
the efficacy of the membership model.
Therefore, any type of membership model
should still offer a chance to enthusiastic
individuals, who are willing and able to
offer their time and expertise to their fellow
members at no cost to the association.

This article was provided by the International
Association of Professional Congress Organisers,
author Michel Neijmann, President of IAPCO, FIGUR,

The meeting as a platform for association
members to come together to share
their interest and knowledge has long
been the main funding resource for
many associations. With more (potential)
members at a distance successful
associations have implemented models,
in which the virtual community offers a
home to those members, as well as a new
source of revenue for the association. Soon
enough the generation gap in terms of
technology adaptation will not be a factor

Turkey. IAPCO represents today 118 professional
organisers, meeting planners and managers of
international and national congresses, conventions
and special events from 40 countries.
info@iapco.org / www.iapco.org
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New membership models and
original foundations
How current options reinforce
association fundamentals

Joel Fischer

Structural changes in associations are brought about either reactively (threats to status quo) or
proactively (new goals and planning, new opportunities). An examination of recent experiences
of associations adopting new membership models provides us with examples from both camps:
associations who have had to change in order to adapt to altered environments and associations
that have seen new opportunities for growth (members, services, relevance).
Text Joel Fischer, Union of International Associations

In evaluating and planning these changes
the associations have questioned and reaffirmed the fundamental principles of their
organisations. As McSean & Jakobsson put
it: “Member organisations, of their very nature,
tend to be hard to manage and even harder
to transform into the kind of nimble, radical,
open organisations that are needed to cope
with a professional and work environment of
continuous, rapid and fundamental change.”

Radical overhaul
The European Association for Health
Information and Libraries (EAHIL) operated for 15 years as a conventional association with a permanent office and salaried
staff. Around the millennium it became
apparent that the trajectory of the organisation was degrading in light of changes to its
operating environments (expected size of
membership, accession of Eastern Europe
into its operating areas, continuing radical
changes to its professional environment
etc). In short, the status quo was not sustainable for the coming years.
Following a careful analysis of its resources
and options a fairly radical overhaul of
EAHIL and its membership programme was
16
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undertaken. Actions which were a cause for
significant expense / overhead cost were
outsourced, eliminated, or streamlined
using online technologies. Barriers to membership were eliminated through a combination of online tools, no annual fee, and
volunteer participation. EAHIL’s adoption
of an “Open Access” association model was
a success – proven through the four years

and resources which allowed it to experiment with this new model and to recover
had it failed; a committed Board; and active
engagement from the general membership.

Ambitious goal
In another case, AIGA (a professional
association in graphics and design) also
examined the changing milieu of its mem-

The fundamentals of the associational process
and impetus remain true and relevant, as true as they
were fifty years ago, a hundred years ago and
a hundred and fifty years ago
between the statutory changes and the
2007 analysis (and beyond: EAHIL currently
has 1,400 members in 30 countries). “Open
Access” in this case being a play on words
from scholarly publishing evolution in the
internet-age, as well as pertaining to some
of the new features of EAHIL’s membership
package.
McSean and Jakobsson are careful to point
out some of the potential limitations of the
EAHIL model as well as the likely factors
in its successful transition: a buffer of time

bers’ professions and opted to implement
a membership model which is arranged
on the participatory relationship between
the individuals and the common goods
that the organisation embodies (and creates). Its goal was ambitious: to double the
total membership in two years. While it has
not doubled its membership it has seen
a 25% increase, no small victory, and the
models of participation are continuing to
bear fruit, thereby strengthening the value
AIGA delivers to its members and its position in the design professions.

> UIA

Taking the “Open Access” model more
directly and literally is CompTIA - an
association of computing and information
technology professionals - which reshaped
how members access the services and
support CompTIA provides. In 2014 alone
“30,000 individuals will have engaged with
CompTIA, complementing [its] premier
membership of 2,000 organisations.” Part of
the association’s enhanced changes were
an upgrade to its internet-delivered services
which is a mission-critical environment for
its networking and information sharing /
publishing. As with the other associations
discussed here, the restructuring has
forward looking components as well which
provide for strengthened relationships
between CompTIA and all its partner
communities.

Structural changes
Following a two-year research and planning
process the American Hotel & Lodging
Association (AH&LA) instituted a new
membership model and some structural
changes. As a century-old national trade
association AH&LA’s structural updates and
logo refresh are perhaps more familiar to
those of us who have seen how other longlived associations have revised and updated

their operations as industries and economic
environments have matured over time. The
association’s retooling has given it greater
capacity to leverage its expertise to the
benefit of its member industries.
“This new structure allows AH&LA to engage
more hoteliers throughout the country, significantly grow our political presence, and launch
focused public policy campaigns that will
garner significant results for the industry.” Katherine Lugar, AH&LA CEO-President
All of the cases I examined showed that
success was built on careful planning and
that change was implemented effectively
when all stakeholders (from members to
governance groups) had a say and a role to
play in how things developed. In some cases
a modest update was needed, in the case of
EAHIL a major reimagining of the organisation was undertaken which paralleled the
changes to the professions it serves. The
promise of the internet continues to bear
fruit for associations who understand the
opportunities it offers to enhance or replace
traditional publication and communications.
Running through these discussions we see
that the fundamentals of the associational

process and impetus remain true and relevant, as true as they were fifty years ago, a
hundred years ago and a hundred and fifty
years ago. The modalities of association life
and action change with the times, and as
such associations - as entities, as structures,
as service providers - must also negotiate
change. In some cases change is necessary
and, as we have seen, it is beneficial for both
the central institution and its members.
www.uia.org

Discussed in this article:
The Open Access Association? EAHIL’s new model for
sustainability (2009)
Tony McSean and Arne Jakobsen
Health Information and Libraries Journal, 26, 4, pp
316-321
CompTIA Expands Its Relevance in 2014...
Nancy Hammervik
31 Oct 2014, CompTIA website
New Industry-Driven Model Allows Broader Member
Engagement
AHLA Press Release, 19 June 2013
AHLA website
Introducing a New Membership Model,
AIGA News 1 Aug 2012
Richard Grefe
AIGA website
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> Stats

Paris number one city, USA top
country in the latest ICCA stats

ICCA’s eagerly awaited annual statistics
on the number of rotating international
association meetings hosted by countries
and cities show few major shocks.
Paris retains the top rank, with Vienna
swapping places with Madrid and moving
up from three to two, and Berlin and
Barcelona swapping places at four and five
respectively.

With regular jockeying for position between
rival destinations, numerous short-term
reasons why space isn’t always available
for association meetings and with more
meetings still to be discovered by ICCA
and its members, these don’t represent any
dramatic changes.

Top 10 city ranking
Rank

City

# Meetings in 2014

1

Paris

214

2

Vienna

3

ICCA’s criteria
ICCA’s international association meetings tables are published every year.
To be included, meetings must be held
on a regular basis, have at least 50 delegates, and rotate between at least three
countries.

Top 10 country
Rank

Country

# Meetings in 2014

1

USA

831

202

2

Germany

659

Madrid

200

3

Spain

578

4

Berlin

193

4

UK

543

5

Barcelona

182

5

France

533

6

London

166

6

Italy

452

7

Singapore

142

7

Japan

337

8

Amsterdam

133

8

China PR

332

9

Istanbul

130

9

Netherlands

307

10

Prague

118

10

Brazil

291

The top five countries all remain in that top
echelon, with USA retaining top ranking,
Germany and Spain ranking two and three,
whilst UK and France swap places into fourth
and fifth place respectively.

ICCA undertook a major review of historical
data over the last twelve months, removing
all meetings from the statistics which no
longer met the strict three-country rotation
criterion and clamping down on single

meetings which might previously have
appeared as multiple separate meetings. As
a result the normal levels of growth appear
to be slightly reduced, even though ICCA
believes that the underlying rate of growth
is almost certainly still robust.
ICCA CEO Martin Sirk commented: “What
was striking in this year’s exercise is actually
the very large number of meetings we
identified over the last twelve months for
the year 2013 – more than 600 meetings
were identified worldwide, and we’re pretty
certain we’ll have equal success in finding
more qualifying 2014 meetings over the
next twelve months. Most commentators
are naturally focusing on the new 2014
rankings, but the nature of this business
means that we always continue to identify
many qualifying meetings long after each
annual announcement. We can’t stress
this point strongly enough: ICCA’s rankings
are a snapshot of a moment in time of a
database designed for sales and marketing
purposes, for a very specific segment of the
market, a segment moreover where decisions
are made three to six years in advance.”
www.iccaworld.com
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© JS Evra
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Discover what you
don’t know about France
25 main competitiveness
clusters in France

2

3
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5
6
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8
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

20

Atlanpole Biotherapies
(biotechnologies, health – Nantes)
Aerospace Valley
(aeronautics, space and embedded systems
– Toulouse)
Alsace BioValley
(health and life sciences – Strasbourg)
Axelera
(chemistry and the environment – Lyon)
Cap Digital Paris Région
(digital content – Paris)
EAU
(Eco technologies – Montpellier)
EMC2
(materials, microtechnology, mechanics
– Nantes)
Eurobiomed
(biotechnologies, health – Marseille)
Finance innovation
(finance – Paris)
Images et réseaux
(information technologies,telecommunications
and multimedia – Lannion, Nantes)
Industries et Agro-ressources
(biorefinery – Laon)
I-Trans
(transport – Lille)
Imaginive
(ICT – Lyon)
Lyonbiopôle
(health: infectious diseases – Lyon)
Matikem
(Chemistry Consumer goods Materials – Lille)
Medicen Paris Région
(health and new treatments – Paris)
Minalogic
(nanotechnologies – Grenoble)
Mov’éo
(private cars and public transport – Rouen)
Nutrition Santé Longévité
(Health – Lille)
Pôle Mer Bretagne Atlantique
(activities linked to the sea – Brest/Nantes)
Pôle mer PACA
(security and sustainable development in
the Mediterranean – Toulon)
Route des Lasers
(optics, photonics – Bordeaux)
Solutions Communicantes Sécurisées
(ICT – Nice – Sophia Antipolis)
System@tic Paris Région
(digital systems – Paris)
Végépolys
(plant specialists – Angers)
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Innovation and research are key
factors for industrial competitiveness and the economic growth
of developed countries, which in
turn provide those in the forefront
with a competitive edge. France
is engaging in a far-reaching and
ambitious program with 71 competitive clusters focusing on the
technologies of the future with
partner firms first in their markets,
France and abroad.
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Christian Mantei

Atout France with the France meeting and convention board
have chosen to showcase three of these sectors of Excellence and
to introduce six French internationally renowned cities that truly
evoke substantial skills and resources helping you to make your
congresses a success.
During the organisation of your events, their expertise will prove
to be a real asset, complemented as it is by France’s ability to
organise major events.
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Grenoble

Monaco
Nice
23
Marseille
Toulon
21

It is for these reasons that our strategy is to continue to invest in
services, quality hospitality and infrastructures to inspire your
creativity and meet your expectations.
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Lyon

8

France is the 1st world tourism destination and has been
recently ranked 5th (according to ICCA) as a destination for
congresses, hosting more than 530 international conferences and
conventions annually. Paris also remains the 1st world congress
city capital.

This combination of expertise, infrastructure, hospitality and
accessibility makes France the ideal destination to welcoming
your next congress or MICE event.
Benefit from our know-how and make your conference or
convention a high point in the life of your organisation.
I look forward to welcoming you to France.

Nice

Dipping its feet
into the blue
Mediterranean
, Nice already
has a
head-start in th
e competitive
world of
international co
ngresses than
ks to its
universities, ho
spitals and inst
itutes at
the forefront of
research and in
novation in IT and co
mmunication
technology for the he
alth and indust
ry sector.

Christian Mantei
CEO of Atout France
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> France

French Competitiveness clusters

All eyes on medical research
Lyon

Like most developed countries, France is facing increasingly rapid economic changes.
This is mainly reflected in the globalisation of production factors and the fierce
competition from all parts of the planet. Innovation and research are key factors for
industrial competitiveness, especially for manufacturers and service providers who have
to continually adapt themselves to technological developments.
Text Rémi Dévé
In this context, the French government
has, in the past years, implemented a new
industrial and economic policy by developing “pôles de competitivité”. Not only
do competitiveness clusters foster high
levels of productivity and innovation, but
they also represent a new way of thinking
about national, state, and local economies.
The competitivity of the French industry
depends on the ability for researchers,
industrial and academic players of a given
region to work in partnership.
If one considers the amount of companies
and universities, the research potential, the
scientific expertise – not to mention the
hi-tech equipment – clusters dedicated to
healthcare and medical research are testaments to France’s innovation and sense of
creativity in this field.

Innovation in Lyon
In Lyon, Lyonbiopôle was accredited as a
competitiveness cluster by the government
in 2005. Its aim is to carry out research in
infectious human and animal diseases on
a global scale: together with Grenoble, it
22
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has become a world centre of excellence in
diagnostics and vaccines, with its ‘factory’
approach and the development of multipartner R&D projects. The purpose of
its integrated perspective is to create a
“health defence system” for the benefit
of populations worldwide, serving as
a platform between the industrial and
academic research spheres.
Located at the south entrance to the city,
the Lyon-Gerland Biodistrict indeed continues to attract an increasing number of
innovative businesses, people and services.
With its heart entirely dedicated to health
and biotechnologies, it brings together
world leaders like Sanofi Pasteur and
Merial, smaller companies like Aguettant
and Fab’entech, and higher learning
and research institutes. As a whole, the
district provides more than 5,000 jobs and
accommodates 2,750 academicians and
technicians from the public and private
sectors.
Canceropôle Lyon Auvergne Rhône-Alpes
(CLARA) is another major strength of the

region – this cancer cluster aims to drive the
emergence of innovative research projects,
with the treatment of patients as the ultimate goal.

Medical excellence in Monaco
Monaco has always aimed to achieve a
high level of medical excellence and is
renowned for the quality of its professionals
and facilities in several fields, especially the
fight against cancer. The Centre Hospitalier
Princesse Grace has, in this regard, specialised in cancer for many years. The range of
disciplines available on site, collaboration
with societies and links with various companies and industries has allowed many
patients to access the most innovative
strategies in oncology. Cancer research,
on tumor and blood vessels, or on tumor
metabolism, is of world fame.
In fact, Monaco as a whole boasts a very
dynamic healthcare cluster. If the Scientific
Centre of Monaco (CSM), a public establishment founded by Prince Rainier III in 1960,
is well known, there is also the Monaco
Cardio-Thoracic Center (CCM) which groups
together experts in diagnostic and interventional cardiology, anaesthesiology and
thoracic and cardiovascular surgery, and the
Monaco Institute of Sports Medicine and
Surgery (IM25), dedicated to surgical osteoarticular treatments.

> France

Research in Nice

This sector, at the forefront of oncology, central nervous system diseases, nutrition and
metabolism, dermatology and eye disorders,
is naturally open to e-health. Not only does it
benefit from the ICT expertise concentrated
in Sophia Antipolis but it also exploits the
opportunities of the Côte d’Azur’s e-medicine
and “silver economy”, a rich ground for clinical
studies and experiments. The Delvalle building is the headquarters of this new economic
branch, the national reference centre for
homecare and autonomy, housing a network
of local stakeholders in the field.

Longevity in Lille
With companies operating in sectors as
diverse as genomics and diagnostic kits, the
latest generation of antibodies or innovative
treatments for metabolic diseases, the whole
spectrum of life sciences seem to be represented in Lille and its surrounding region.

As such, with nearly 2,200 researchers and no
less than 780 companies in the health industry, Northern France ranks third.
Designed to support collaborative research
between private companies and academic
laboratories in projects at the crossroads of
biotechnology and food, the Nutrition Health
Longevity (NHL) Cluster’s mission is to federate players in the food and health sectors in
developing the products and processes of
the future. As such, it plays a key role in tackling current healthcare challenges.
Alongside the NHL Cluster, Eurasanté is the
economic development agency focusing on
biotech, nutrition and healthcare activities
in Northern France. Eurasanté promotes
Lille Northern France BioCluster to French
and foreign industries and research centres.
In this regard, Eurasanté’s work consists
in supporting research by identifying and
accelerating R&D partnerships or by helping
scientists to set-up their business, especially
through its Bioincubator.
Organised by Eurasanté, the NHL Cluster et
Lille Grand Palais, NutrEvent 2015 just
brought together, in June, 700+ attendees
in science, industry and regulatory affairs
around a single theme: catalysing business
and R&D projects in Food, Nutrition & Health.
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The University Hospital of Nice is very
active in research and innovation, with
a firm position thanks to its involvement
in IT and communication technology for
the health sector and thanks to ambitious
projects such as “Pasteur 2”, the largest
hospital construction project in France.
The healthcare sector in Nice also includes
the Face and Neck Institute - an important
centre for oncology and cervicofacial
surgery - and a new building dedicated
to neurology, namely Alzheimer’s disease
thanks to the Claude Pompidou foundation,
a pilot centre for care, research and
prevention for that disease.

In Sophia Antipolis, at the gates of the city
and close to the Nice Côte d’Azur airport,
innovation in life sciences is supported by
public research carried out by centres of
excellence structured around the Institute of
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology (IPMC),
the Mediterranean Centre for Molecular
Medicine (C3M), the Institute of Biology
Valrose (IBV) and the Institute of Research on
Cancer and Ageing in Nice (IRCAN).

© yanlev - Fotolia.com

Recently, the emphasis has been put
on clinical research, as Monaco strongly
believes the management of diseases
is optimal wherever clinical research is
associated with care. In this regard, the
CSM initiates calls every year for research
projects in order to fund clinical research.
In addition, an International Associated
Laboratory between the CSM and the
University of Versailles dedicated to
innovation in biotechnology and medical
care for neuromuscular disabilities
was created in 2013, as neuromuscular
handicaps is an emblematic research
theme for Monaco.

Lille

CSM, Monaco
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France goes green
Angers

Corporate Social Responsibility is nothing new when it comes to the meetings industry,
but the way it’s looked at in the MICE realm is changing. What planners are finding is
that your clients may not be knocking down the door asking for a CSR component, but
delegates are seeking a taste of this element when attending a conference.
France may have understood this, like no
other destination. Cities, regions and convention venues are jumping on board offering planners everything they need to seamlessly weave CSR activities and sustainable
options into the planning and executing
process. It makes all the more sense when
sustainability and green initiatives are an
integral part of the destination itself.

Plants in Angers
Located in Angers, VEGEPOLYS has been recognised in France as the international plant
cluster since July 2005. VEGEPOLYS is based
on a unique concentration of organisations
operating in the plant world. It represents
a unique territorial aggregation in Europe
through its production capacity and expertise, and through the presence of all channels in the field of plants and of a high-level
learning and research cluster. Throughout this
territory, businesses grow, create jobs, deploy
learning, research programmes, and give
birth to new production technology.
Awarded the “Proven for Cluster Excellence”
Gold Label by the ECEI (European Cluster
Excellence Initiative), VEGEPOLYS’s development is founded on centuries of production
tradition in the Loire Valley. The region benefits of many advantages: soil and weather
conditions, its energy, the know-how of its
24
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businesses. In addition, it has full support
from the government and public authorities
over several decades that help it become a
leader in the field of plants. The networking of
businesses, research and education, the cluster’s founding principle, fosters exchanges,
marshals the energies and combines the
means in order to innovate faster, and better.
No wonder major meetings related to the
sector take place in Angers, among which
the ‘Olympics’ of horticulture with the 2022
International Horticultural Congress, Greensys
2019, or 8th Rosaceae Genomics Conference
2016. VEGEPOLYS houses 4,000 companies,
450 researchers and 2,500 students, and
provides 30,000 jobs. Angers is also the place
of the now-famous Terra Botanica, covering
12 ha of extraordinary gardens dedicated to
plants from the five continents - it has meeting space for up to 350 participants.

Marine energy in Nantes
An emerging sector on a global scale, the
Marine Renewable Energy (MRE) industry is
stepping up a gear in Nantes. Research centres, skilled labour, offshore wind testing sites,
numerous high-tech SMEs and plants, industry players and public and private research
facilities work hand in hand to give birth to
major MRE projects, from bottom-mounted
and floating offshore wind farms up to tidal,
marine current and wave energy.

Reflecting this momentum, Nantes hosted
the Conference on Ocean, Offshore and
Arctic Engineering, OMAE 2013, and
the International Convention on Marine
Renewable Energies. Thetis MRE was held in
May 2015, preceded by Les Assises nationales
EMR (the MRE conference), attended by
150 exhibitors and 4,000 visitors (40% from
outside France).
In fact, Nantes as a whole has shown a
strong commitment to sustainable development by implementing such schemes as
soft and innovative transport, responsible
purchasing, restructuring urban neighbourhoods, developing eco-friendly areas, protecting biodiversity, etc. No wonder the city
hosted international conferences such as the
10th Ecocity and the 2015 Vélo-City.
Nantes’ ongoing commitment to urban
development and respect for environment has even been fully recognised at
a European level. As a result, Nantes was
designated “European Green Capital 2013”.
Rated ISO 26000 (confirmed level), La Cité
Nantes Events Center has also a long-standing commitment to sustainable development, with CSR as a key strategic orientation.
It is the first French venue to have achieved
the AIPC (International Association of
Convention Centres) Quality Standards Gold
Certification.

Sustainability in Monaco
In the Principality of Monaco, the Prince
Albert II of Monaco Foundation’s purpose

© 360 images – Angers Loire Tourisme, Angers, 1st french green city
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The ultimate aim is to make Nice the ‘Green
City of the Mediterranean’, an example of
an environmentally friendly region on a
European scale. In the city centre, the Nice
Acropolis Congress & Exhibtion Center
obtained for instance its ISO 14001 certification last year. Located west of the city,
on the Var plain, Eco-Valley will be home
to enterprises in this activity sector and a
research cluster dedicated to sustainable
development and ecology. Big brands
acquiring avant-garde environmentfriendly infrastructures will also join along
with housing facilities to make it a true
community.

Terra Botanica, Angers
© Place Masséna, Nice : E. BELIN /OTCN

No wonder, then, green meetings are
strongly encouraged in the Principality.
In October 2008, the Grimaldi Forum
Monaco, for instance, became one of the
first European convention centres to obtain
the ISO 14001 environmental management
certification. Right from the start, the architects addressed environmental issues in the
design of the centre’s insulation, energy and
air conditioning, making it easy for the teams
working there to offer tailor-made solutions
for organisers wishing to limit the environmental footprint. A lot of Monaco’s hotels
have also implemented green initiatives, such
as the Eco-Meet programme at Fairmont
Monte Carlo, the Environmental Charter of
SBM Monte-Carlo aiming to encourage ecofriendly conduct and to meet international
goals in environmental matters, or the Green
Committee set up at Hotel Metropole MonteCarlo, just to name a few.

Going green in Nice
The 5th largest city in France, Nice finds
its energy in numerous projects such as
the Smart City Innovation Center (Nice is
ranked 4th smart city in the world), cultivating its dynamism with a policy of constantly
improved services. There, the so-called
Eco Valley, one of the largest Operations of
National Interest in France devoted to sustainable development, extends over about
10,000 hectares. Dedicated to the preservation of natural heritage, it will become a
major employment area (25,000 in fifteen
years) with state-of-the-art innovations, and
will impact the life of its inhabitants socially
as well as economically by improving the
way they live. A founding principle indeed
guides the operations in Eco Valley: urban
development and sustainable growth must
go hand in hand.

Place Massena, Nice
©V.Garnier

is to protect the environment and encourage sustainable development on a global
scale. The Foundation supports initiatives
of public and private organisations, in the
fields of research and studies, technological innovation and socially-aware practices,
and has defined three priority areas: the
Mediterranean basin, due to the geographic
position of Monaco, the Polar Regions, as
privileged indicators of climate change evolutions, and the Least Developed Countries
such as the countries in Sahelian Africa,
which are severely impacted by the effects
of climate change, the loss of biodiversity
and water shortage.

Monaco
© Terra Botanica, Angers – Green meetings

Acropolis, Nice

La Cité Nantes Events Center
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Nantes

Innovations all around
You might not know this, but France is a leader in startups and innovative companies. France is ranked 2nd in Europe and 6th in the
world for the number of international patents (WIPO, July 2013), while, according to Thomson Reuters’ Top 100 Global Innovators 2014,
the country ranks 3rd with 7 of the most innovative companies or research centres. All the more reasons to find out what some French
destinations have up their sleeves.

Plant-based chemicals
in Northern France
In 2010, the State and the Regional Council
of Northern France committed to the first
Regional Innovation Strategy (RIS) as part of
the Regional Economic Development Plan
(REDP). A dynamic has been established
around 7 competitiveness clusters approved
by the State, supporting the development
of a knowledge-based economy. Dedicated
to materials, chemistry and green chemistry, Matikem is one of these clusters. From
Matikem’s perspective, the major issues
for the plant-based chemical industries go
26
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further than just research into alternatives
to fossil resources, by imagining new products for a variety of sectors (automotive,
rail, packaging, construction). It is to design
and manufacture products from agricultural
resources, with new, high-performance
properties, which have not been seen up
to now. These new properties will generate
key differentiating factors which will in turn
increase business competitiveness.
In this regard, Matikem welcomed the
Plant Based Summit 2015 (PBS 2015) at
Lille Grand Palais in April, as it marked its

involvement into the evolution of the plantbased, green and sustainable chemistry. This
year’s PBS focused on the innovation, codevelopment and operational implementation necessary for the widespread market
deployment of biobased products. The Plant
Based Summit organisers’ strong position
in the industrial landscape was key to allow
the whole plant-based chemistry value
chain to be gathered again in Lille including
actors from the agro-industrials, chemical
intermediates, chemists and end-users. The
summit is one of the first European events
dedicated to the bioeconomy.

© Angers : Angers, Internet of Things City
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Angers

Cité Internationale, Lyon

Moving images in Lyon
In Lyon, Imaginove is a moving image
sector competitiveness cluster (video
games, audio-visual, cinema, animation
and multimedia) which unites companies
in the Rhône-Alpes region around a
common objective: to develop synergies
between these sectors by encouraging
anticipation and stimulating innovation.
The objective of Imaginove is ambitious: to
become the European reference in image
and cross media related contents within
five years. Since its creation, Imaginove has
anticipated elements such as international
competition and changing patterns of
use (digitisation, mobility, etc.).
It’s in fact Lyon as a whole that is committed
to innovation and digital development.
In 2012, the International World Wide
Web Conference, thought out as a global
forum for discussion in regard to the

standardization of its associated technologies
and the impact of these technologies on
society and culture, took place in the city,
with much success and media coverage.
As Lyon bids again for the 2018 edition,
the 2012 WWW Conference proved to
be both the trigger and the accelerator
of a powerful dynamic for Lyon’s web
community. To maintain this momentum,
the Greater Lyon region and the University
even created an annual event dedicated to
digital innovations: the Blend Web Mix. Lyon’s
dynamic eco-system has recently received
the French Tech label Award, proving
the destination is a major player on the
international scene, and making it easy for
start-ups in the region to be visible in their
respective fields of endeavour.

Angers the IOT city
Since June 2015, Angers is home to the
“Connected Objects City”, with the

Plant Based Summit 2015, Lille Grand Palais

creation of a centre, thought out like
an ecosystem to boost growth in the
Internet of Things in France. The project
aims to bring innovators together in a
co-working space and provide them with
the best conditions to keep pace with
innovation and carry out each phase of
their projects, from prototyping to preproduction and production, with the help
of design, electronics, mechanics and
plastics experts.
Of the 16,000-m² space available in the
centre, 3,000 m² are dedicated to startups
and a FabLab for design, prototyping
and modelling, mainly using 3D-printing
technologies. The Connected Objects City
is supposed to reach full capacity by 2017.
It plans to launch 170 projects in four years
and accommodate 150 project leaders at
once.
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Director Philippe Ménard, from Eolane, an
industrial electronics service provider headquartered right outside Angers and one of the key
companies behind this initiative, says: “A total of
€19 million will be invested in running the City over
the next three years and €2 million will be spent
on equipment for making prototypes and carrying
out tests. It can only innovate if it manages to recreate locally a network of creative companies that
has mechanical production, electronic production,
industrialisation and design capabilities.”
Angers city of connected object is open for
professional tours and business meetings from
15th june 2015.

Digital economy in Nantes
With over 25,000 structures representing
275,000 jobs, over 50,000 students and 200
research laboratories, Nantes has been quite
successful in France in terms of employment
growth. As the leading economic hub in western France, Nantes’ strong suit lies in multidisciplinary work to invent the economic and
societal innovations of the future. Considered
by many the French capital of the Web, Nantes
boasts a strong digital economy. The city has, for
instance, won the “French Tech” certification, a
label than reinforces its attractivity in the computing sector.
The digital sector relies on competitiveness
clusters which bring together academic and
industrial stakeholders as well as SME. Among
others, let’s name Alliance Libre, a centre of
expertise in open source software, Atlanpole
Digital Innovation, which supports the creation
and development of tech enterprises, or Atlantic
2.0, the network of digital innovation in Pays de
la Loire. Another example of Nantes’ strength
in the sector is the Creative Arts District on the
Ile de Nantes which promotes digital uses and
digital arts projects, which will eventually bring
over 1,000 direct and indirect jobs.
By 2020, ultra-fast broadband will be accessible
to all individuals in Nantes. It’s easily understandable why the International Conference on
Digital Intelligence took place in the city in 2014.
A new scientific and interdisciplinary event dedicated to digital society and cultures, it brought
together researchers from various disciplines to
discuss and shape a new scientific and cultural
paradigm.
28
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Valencienne Congress Centre, Nord France
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“Return to the roots!”
In our modern and fast evolving world where “digital”, “high tech”, new tech”, “social
media”, etc. are the key words used for innovation, we have a slight tendency in confusing
“innovation” with “format” only. We, at MCI France PCO, think that content remains the
key fundamentals for all innovations.

At MCI France PCO, beyond our traditional
operational expertise from general coordination, registration management, to
sponsorship and exhibition management
and scientific secretariat, we intend to
accompany our clients strategically by
providing not only the latest technology
available but also the means to use it in
the best possible way according to their
specific challenges: using apps and social
media because it is the trend or using content capture because it is what everybody
does… is not our aim nor in our values.

Acting as an advisor and counsellor, we
do provide our clients with the latest innovations for their meetings: but before that,
we need to understand our client’s strategy,
aim and roles in order to provide the best
solutions that should be inscribed in their
overall strategy in developing their events.
Then, the solutions proposed may include,
for instance, content capture related and
linked to their educational portal in order to
develop the added value of being member
of this association.
This is one example done for an international organisation and its Paris based
meeting. We can also leverage the event

MCI France PCO in a few
facts and figures
• 4 offices: Paris (headquarters), Lyon,
Marseille, Montpellier
• 90 loyal and enthusiastic talents
• +25 years’ experience
• +40 national and international
congresses from 100 to 20,000
delegates managed every year
• +15 multi-year association meetings
• Internal digital and marketing team
• IAPCO, MPI member

experience around its content through very
simple, offline but yet powerful initiatives
such as the creation of an agora at the heart
of the exhibition area to foster convivial
debates and networking, giving the floor
to several kinds of stakeholders. The format
realization is therefore based on the content
delivery.
To sum it up, MCI France aims at strategically engaging and activating clients’
audiences to enhance their business performance. We do put the client’s strategy
in the centre of the communication tools
provided.

Contacts
MCI France
Philippe Fournier
PCO Managing Director France
T. +33 (0)1 53 85 82 82
Philippe.fournier@mci-group.com
Elodie COUDRE
PCO Development Director
M. +33 (0)6 17 32 24 71
elodie.coudre@mci-group.com
www.mci-group.com/france
www.mci-evenement-congres.com
© Agora_Dental_Forum_2014_MCI France

Of course, the technology we have at our
disposal - and which grows and changes
very rapidly-, helps us to enhance the
format of the meetings in, for instance,
changing some of the “lecturing” format into
more interactive sessions where the “floor”
can take the “mic”! The top down presentations now have their sisters: the bottom-up
exchanges where the audience can actively
participate. It says that participants must
be actively engaged. So, be it! And we can’t
deny that technology has helped us all
doing that. But we are only in the “format
innovation” which anybody can supply. Our
clients definitely expect more from a PCO
and they are right.
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France in names and numbers
FRANCE MEETING & CONVENTION BOARD
Clémence Baret | Head of the Meeting & Events Division | T. +33 (0)1 42 96 70 02
clemence.baret@atout-france.fr | www.meeting.rendezvousenfrance.com

ANGERS
Capacity
up to 3,600 delegates

LYON
Capacity
up to 4,000 delegates

MONACO
Capacity
up to 3,000 delegates

NANTES
Capacity
up to 4,000 delegates

NICE
Capacity
up to 5,000 delegates

NORD FRANCE
Capacity
up to 4,500 delegates
(Lille Region)
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Access
By plane 		
By train 		
		

Angers Loire Airport (flights London City, Toulouse, Nice)
Nantes Atlantique Airport. Link to Angers by TGV – 50 min
TGV (HST) train station, 90 min from
Paris Montparnasse station, 2h20 from
Paris-Charles De Gaulle airport

Access
By plane 		
By train 		

Lyon St Exupéry International Airport. Lyon is linked
with 120 destinations
3 TGV (HST) train stations, 1H53 from
Paris-Charles De Gaulle airport

Your contact
Valérie Mathieu-Fichot
Director, Angers Convention Bureau
Angers Loire Tourisme
T. + 33(0)2 41 23 50 50
valerie.fichot@angersloiretourisme.com
www.meetinangers.com
Your contact
Valérie Ducaud
Convention Bureau Manager
Lyon Convention Bureau
T. + 33 (0)4 72 77 73 96
vducaud@lyon-france.com
www. lyon-france.com

Access
Monaco is linked to Nice Côte d’Azur International Airport
by an array of transport options (helicopter transfer 7min
and bus transfer 45 min)

Your contact
Laurence Papouchado
Monaco Convention Bureau
Deputy Director
T. +377 92 16 60 41
lpapouchado@gouv.mc
visitmonaco.com

Access
By plane 		
		
By train 		
		

Your contact
Eric Montant
Head of Sales and Development
La Cité Nantes Events Center
T+ 33 (0)2 51 88 20 56
eric.montant@lacite-nantes.fr
www.lacite-nantes.com

International Nantes Atlantique Airport. 65 destinations
with direct flights. All the European capital cities in less
than 2 hours.
TGV (HST) train station, 2 hours away from Paris and
direct journey to Paris-Charles De Gaulle airport 21 TGV trains daily

Access
An international airport at 10 minutes from downtown
59 airlines, 104 destinations in more than 35 countries

Your contact
Sabrina Volle
Nice Convention & Visitors’ Bureau
Business Events Development Manager
T. +33 (0)4 92 14 46 28 / + 33 (0)6 72 91 97 72
sabrina.volle@otcnice.com
en.meet-in-nice.com

Access
By plane 		
By train 		
		

Your contact
Valérie Lefebvre
Project Manager Association Support
Nord France Convention Bureau
T. + 33 3 59 56 21 86
valerie.lefebvre@nord-france-convention.com
www.nord-france-convention.com

Lille Lesquin International Airport. Lille is linked
with 70 destinations.
2 TGV (HST) train stations linked to 4 European capitals
in less than 3 hours (Brussels, Paris, London, Amsterdam)
50min from Paris-Charles De Gaulle airport

> Macao

Case Study
6th International Infrastructure Investment
and Construction Forum in Macao
The 6th International Infrastructure Investment & Construction Forum (6th IIICF) was
held on June 4-5, 2015 at the Venetian Macao, jointly organised by China International
Contractors Association (CHINCA) and Macao Economic Services.
IIICF is an international forum with the
theme of investment and construction of
infrastructure, which was founded in 2010
by CHINCA with the approval of the Chinese
Ministry of Commerce. The Forum serves as
a platform of communication, exchange and
cooperation where related parties discuss
about hot topics and development strategies of international infrastructure investment and construction to promote mutually
beneficial cooperation.

At the Venetian Macao
The Forum has been successfully held five
sessions in Beijing and Macao respectively,
having attracted more than 6,000 delegates
from nearly 100 countries and regions,
including about 120 ministerial officials.
With the theme of “Regional Economic
Integration Spurs New Development of
International Infrastructure Cooperation”,
the 6th IIICF focused, through the lens of
competent authorities of territories where

the projects are based as well as of industry
associations, international financial institutions, consulting firms, intermediaries and
contractors, on the opportunities and challenges facing infrastructure investment and
construction in the context of regional economic integration.

between neighboring countries and regions
has not only placed additional requirements
for the carrying capacity of infrastructures,
but also provided new opportunities for
regional infrastructure cooperation and
development.
At the 6th IIICF, a number of sub-forums were
staged for in-depth discussion and sharing
on innovative modes of financing, corporate
restructuring and upgrading, and market

The Forum has been successfully held
five sessions in Beijing and Macao respectively,
having attracted more than 6,000 delegates from
nearly 100 countries and regions
Cooperation is key
In the Infrastructure Investment &
Construction Industry, partnerships and
cooperation are key. Currently, regional economic integration has become an important
trend of global economic development,
with the EU, AU, ASEAN and CELAC as major
organisations in favor of integrated regional
economic development. The scale-up of
business, personnel and capital exchange

expansion, coupled with a host of exhibitions, project promotion and alignment
activities, and business talks for enhanced
cooperation and exchange between the
participating entities.

Contact
Macao Economic Services
ddceae@economia.gov.mo
www.economia.gov.mo
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Cécile Caiati-Koch, Nina Freysen-Pretorius and
Jesús Guerrero Chacón

FIEXPO 2015, all Latin America
under one same roof
FIEXPO 2015, the 8th edition of the Latin American and Caribbean Meetings and Incentive Exhibition, took place from June 1st to 3rd
in Lima, Peru. An opportunity for Headquarters magazine to taste what Latin America has up its sleeves when it comes to meetings.
The show gathered Convention Bureaus,
Conference Centres and Tourism Boards
of most countries in Latin America, as
well as many other important regional
and international stakeholders of the
Meetings Industry such as COCAL (Latin
American Federation of Professional
Congress Organizers) and the Latin America
and the Caribbean Convention & Visitors
Bureaus. The show is supported by ICCA,
hence the presence of Nina FreysenPretorius, Global ICCA President, who also
gave some insights into the challenges of
being a PCO in the 21st century.
On the first day of the show took place
the second edition of the Latin American
Political Forum on the Meetings Industry.
Ministers and Deputy Ministers from
different Latin American countries
presented the assets of their home

countries for the Meetings Industry
and discussed about the importance of
developing together the MICE Industry.

The growth of
FIEXPO showcases
the importance of
the development of
the MICE Industry
in Latin America
The following topics were covered:
• Convention Tourism as a tool for social
development: contribution to local
communities
• How to market each country’s tourism
products to Congress participants
• Are tax exemptions a positive practice
for the Meetings Industry?

The last day of the show, at the closing
ceremony, Magali Silva Velarde-Álvarez,
Peru’s Minister of Commerce, Foreign Trade,
and Tourism, stated that 138 hosted buyers
have visited FIEXPO 2015, which represents
an increase of 10% from the previous year;
824 trade visitors attended the show, 58%
more than 2014 edition.
This growth showcases indeed the importance
of the development of the MICE Industry
in these countries and the great potential
of congress and incentive destinations in
Latin America.
FIEXPO 2016 will take place in Lima from
May 30th to June 1st.
For more information about
FIEXPO: www.fiexpo-latam.com
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An Ambassador for Glasgow:
Professor Andrew Baker
As Glasgow City Marketing Bureau celebrates the 25th anniversary of its Conference
Ambassador Programme, Professor Andrew Baker explores his role in leading the
city’s bid to host the British Society for Gene and Cell Therapy Meeting and Annual
Conference next month.
For the past five years Professor Baker has
held the title of British Heart Foundation
Professor of Translational Cardiovascular
Sciences at the University of Glasgow. He
leads a team of scientists aiming to translate
discoveries made in the laboratory into new
treatments for heart patients, including
angina sufferers.
Professor Baker said: “I’ve lived all over the UK
before settling in Glasgow for the last 16 years.
Glasgow is a vibrant city and the natural
place for me to conduct my research with its
world leading universities and research hubs.
In my capacity as the President of the society
between the years of 2013 and 2017, it was
important to me to bring such an impactful
meeting to my adopted home.”

The conference aims to highlight novel
developments within the field of gene and
cell therapy; whilst shining the spotlight on
future scientific talent. The programme’s
format will include the review of abstracts,
chair sessions and participation in oral and
poster research presentations.
Professor Baker joins a team of more than
1600 influencers in GCMB’s Conference
Ambassador Programme each playing
a pivotal role in helping the city drive
success across a multitude of sectors
including; low carbon industries,
financial services, education, medicine,
life sciences, engineering, design and
manufacture.

Professor Andrew Baker

In the last calendar year (January to
December 2014), Glasgow conference
ambassadors secured 178 conferences.
Ambassadors help secure approximately
a third of the conferences in Glasgow.
conventions.peoplemakeglasgow.com

> Japan

Niseko

Japan’s Sapporo lifts bronze!
Without a doubt, Japan has been hot these days, and so has Sapporo. The city’s announcement of its intention to bid for another Winter
Olympics came as no surprise, with the country’s popularity constantly rising. Meanwhile, the capital of Hokkaido prefecture has
become an attractive destination for not only world’s travelers but also meeting organisers. Sapporo ranked 3rd in Japan (world’s strong #7),
following Tokyo and Kyoto, in the 2014 ICCA rankings, almost doubling the number of association meetings hosted last year.
Why Sapporo, then? For obvious reasons
actually. Plenty of top educational institutions, outstanding research facilities,
extensive experience hosting various prestigious international meetings, not to forget
numerous environmental advantages, have
made Sapporo an expert in such fields
as geophysics, biotechnology, chemistry,
medicine, veterinary sciences, ethology
and agriculture. Be it the General Assembly
of the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics (IUGG, 4,500 pax from
99 countries) or the International Union of
Microbiological Societies Congress (IUMS,
4,800 pax from 66 countries), Sapporo
has definitely been flexing its convention
muscles lately.
Last year, Sapporo landed the first World
Buiatrics Congress for Asia, which will be
held in 2018. The win of WBC is an important
occasion for Sapporo/Hokkaido to define

the region as a preferable, advanced destination for ethology and veterinary sciences.
This July, Sapporo will host another large
congress to be held in Asia for the first time
- the International Wildlife Management
Congress. Oh, and there is another big one the Asian Chemical Congress. Home to 2010
Nobel Prize Laureate for Chemistry, Dr. Akira
Suzuki, Sapporo has been actively building
its reputation as a front-runner in chemistry
and related sciences.
Meanwhile, the city has also been flexing
its meeting muscles, with various international IT and medical gatherings held
in the northern capital. Well, accessibility
and rates do matter. Sapporo can easily be
reached directly from major capitals in Asia,
while it is only an hour and half flight away
from Tokyo - the world’s busiest air route
in the world, with over 70 flights per day.
The travel time between Sapporo airport

and the city centre is only 35 minutes via
rapid train. And when it comes to accommodation in the nation’s most walkable city,
the prices and selections are unbeatable.
Add the powder snow ski or hot spring
baths right in the airport, or the brand-new
unique venue - Sapporo Racecourse, with
its splendid downtown view and space for
up to 300 people, and Sapporo will never
disappoint you.
Now with the 2016 FIS Snowboard World Cup,
2017 Asian Winter Games and 2019 Japan
Rugby World Cup secured, stay tuned for more
medals to be won at the Top of Japan!

Contact
Dima Azarov
Sapporo Convention Bureau
azarov-d@plaza-sapporo.or.jp
www.conventionsapporo.jp
www.welcome.city.sapporo.jp/?lang=en
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Dubai Association Centre
welcomes 13 global bodies
in first year of operation
After just over one year of operations, the Dubai Association Centre (DAC) has issued a total of 13 licences to international professional
associations looking to establish a regional presence from Dubai.
The centre, which was formed last year
as a joint project by the Department of
Tourism and Commerce Marketing (DTCM),
Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC) and the
Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(DCCI), is a legal entity which serves as a
springboard for international bodies looking to boost their membership numbers
in the UAE and the wider region, including
the lucrative and untapped markets of the
Middle East, as well as those in Africa, South
Asia and the CIS States. It also helps associations find new funding opportunities,
establish local and regional chapters, and
operate more effectively by using Dubai as
a gateway to the vast growth opportunities
present in the region.

Vital role
Included in the list of 12 licences granted
by the DAC are the Arab Society for
Paediatric Endocrinology and Diabetes
(ASPED), the Gulf Heart Association, UITP Advanced Public Transport, The Institution
of Fire Engineers, GSMA, Middle East Gas
Association (MEGA), the World Free Zones
Organisation, and International Advertising
Association (IAA). Also included is The
Southern Arabian Peninsula Chapter of

the International Association of Drilling
Contractors, the Middle East & North Africa
Franchise Association, the International
Institute of Business Analysis, the
International Inter-professional Wound Care
Course and the International Congress &
Convention Association (ICCA).

complex’s numerous facilities. In terms
of services, DAC has partnered with MCI,
a leader in association management and
congress organisation. With a proven record
of helping associations grow in a sustainable manner, MCI staff is at hand not only
regarding day-to-day operations and busi-

The DAC is a legal entity which serves
as a springboard for international bodies looking
to boost their membership numbers in the UAE
Commenting on the DAC’s first year of operation, Steen Jakobsen, Director of Dubai
Business Events, a Division of Dubai Tourism,
said: “Associations can play a vital role in the
development of Dubai’s economy, and can
support and evolve a vast range of professions
and academic fields throughout the Middle
East. The centre is part of a long term plan to
strengthen Dubai’s role as a knowledge hub
across all economic sectors, and will naturally
increase the number of meetings and events
which are hosted in the city annually.”

Strategic vision
A DAC license enables associations to open
an office at the DWTC’s Sheikh Rashid
Tower in Dubai and enjoy use of the

ness development, but also to plan a strategic vision and define the best way forward
when expanding in the Middle East.
Home to more than 200 nationalities, Dubai
has a (short) history of welcoming individuals of all backgrounds and faiths and a
pleasant and cosmopolitan lifestyle. With
the establishment of the Association Centre,
it continues the path and enlarges its vision
of a multicultural, across-all-trades society.
For more information and enquiries,
please contact Dubai Business Events
T. 00914 2821111
askdbe@dubaitourism.ae
www.dubaibusinessevents.ae
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No Discussion Needed
Abu Dhabi: the perfect place
for your conference
Exceptional facilities at
Abu Dhabi National Exhibition
Centre (ADNEC), world-class
destination support with
Advantage Abu Dhabi and
the business events network,
exemplary connectivity
with Etihad Airways, which
provides direct service to
more than 110 destinations,
and the warmth of Arabian
hospitality.
Abu Dhabi brings people
together, with great results.

© European Society of Radiology

© IAKW-AG, Marius Höfinger
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Hall A, convention

Austria Center Vienna

New Business Lounge

Austria Center Vienna
Rooms to grow ideas
Big ideas need space! The Austria Center Vienna opens up unique formats for meetings
and networking events for up to 20,000 people, and creates ideal spaces for exchanging
ideas – in dedicated areas such as the new Business Lounge and Cafè Motto, and digitally
thanks to state-of-the-art technical infrastructure.

94-screen full HD system throughout the
venue opens up possibilities like social media
walls or live streams in overflow areas.

A dependable partner for
your conference in Vienna

On request we can provide you with an
initial visualisation showing all the seating
variations, sponsor zones and catering
areas in the spaces reserved for your event.
This service helps to bring your conference

In the heart of Europe, just a few minutes
from Vienna’s historic old town by underground, the Austria Center Vienna’s 24 rooms
and halls, 180 breakout rooms and 22,000 m²
of exhibition and networking space provide
unparalleled flexibility – and the perfect
setting for a full range of conventional and
contemporary conference formats.
This unbeatable combination delivers
twice the benefits: your conference plays
out in the most liveable city on the planet,
at a venue which is easy to reach and surrounded by great value hotels. And you can
also count on the support of the experienced and dedicated Austria Center Vienna
team who will bring your ideas to life and
ensure that your conference shines.

Experience networking,
feel connected
The Austria Center Vienna has a strong focus
on networking – from supplying custom

interaction spaces to providing room for
one-on-ones in the new Business Lounge,
and creating an informal atmosphere for a
Viennese melange coffee and a slice of cake
at Cafè Motto.

A clear vision from the outset

The Austria Center Vienna has a strong focus
on networking – from supplying custom interaction
spaces to providing room for one-on-ones
in the new Business Lounge
On the technical side, a high-performance
WiFi network throughout the main building and adjoining halls can serve 35,000
simultaneous connections, allowing up to
20,000 people to access the internet on any
device and work as if they were in their own
office – and providing a solid foundation for
effective digital interaction with other participants. Organisers have free access to WLAN
connection speeds of 100 Mbit as standard.
The 40 Gbit optical fibre network backbone
with 14 floor distributors provides optimal
infrastructure for hybrid meetings, while a

to life right from the outset – it only takes
a few clicks to make adjustments, allowing
us to fine-tune the finished product with
you and our partner companies on an
ongoing basis.

Contact
Austria Center Vienna
Michael Part
Head of Sales
T +43-1-260 69-355
sales@acv.at
www.acv.at
Paid advert – Corresponding the Austrian MedkF-T
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> Switzerland

The Circle elipses

The Circle Plaza

Switzerland Convention & Incentive Bureau presents

A new world rises at Zurich Airport
“The Circle” will be a destination in itself at Zurich airport. Just steps away from the terminal
buildings, the new, architecturally striking complex will buzz with life and services.
“The Circle” covers 180,000 square metres
of usable space and will cater to a number
of purposes which will generate synergies.
It will feature two hotels and a Convention
Center, international brands and companies
in its lanes and squares, a medical centre and
well planned state-of-the-art office space.
A wide range of further offerings in the fields
of art, culture, dining, entertainment and
education round out the spectrum.
Hyatt, the globally renowned hotel group,
will operate the two hotels (550 rooms
in total) and provide exciting cuisine.
The large Convention Center, also Hyatt
operated, linked to the Hyatt Regency,
offering capacity for functions involving
more than 2,000 people. The venue
will become the new location in Zurich
for congresses and events, attracting
operators from near and far.
Preparatory and civil engineering works for
“The Circle” have already been underway
since 5 January 2015. Excavation work starts
in autumn, and the first buildings will be
visible from the beginning of 2016. The
first stage of “The Circle” is expected to be
completed by the end of 2018. During this
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period, the building site at Zurich Airport
will be one of the biggest construction sites
in Switzerland.

The Convention Center
Located between the two hotels, adjacent
to the park and accessible from the main
square, the Convention Center will form
a conference area with space for about
2,300 people – significantly expanding on
the current offering in the Zurich area. The
venue will be suitable for congresses, events
and meetings, but also for gala dinners,
exhibitions, and product launches. It will
appeal both to international groups seeking
suitable, well-connected European locations
and to companies from Switzerland and the
region planning events for domestic and
foreign guests.

Hyatt Regency Hotel
The Hyatt Regency will offer 250 rooms
and cater to business and leisure clients.
Centrally located and accessible from the
main square, it will rise over 11 storeys.
Alongside classic King and Twin bedrooms,
the hotel will include numerous Regency
Suites, a Regency Executive Suite and a
Presidential Suite, as well as a Regency

Club Lounge with its own terrace. The large
lobby, including an entrance-level bar and
restaurant, will become the place to meet at
Zurich Airport.

Hyatt Place Hotel
The Hyatt Place is a nine-storey, 300-room
hotel with select services located at the
North Plaza. Offering spacious rooms including a cosy corner, there will also be a coffeeto-cocktails bar, an open food market with
made-to-order meals and snacks available
around the clock, free WiFi everywhere and a
well-equipped fitness centre. Complimentary
breakfast is served daily in the Gallery
Kitchen. Hyatt Place Hotels provide the
perfect space and essential services for a
blended lifestyle of work and play.
Further information about the project:
www.thecircle.ch
For more information on Switzerland for
association meetings
Myriam Winnepenninckx
Switzerland Convention & Incentive Bureau
+ 32 (0)2 345 83 57
scib.belux@switzerland.com
www.myswitzerland.com/meetings

